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Modification of a baseline reinforcement learning (PPO) negotiating agent
Implementation of a self-play opponent, which is used during training
Evaluation of self-play compared to the baseline agent by testing against 10 opponents 
from CSE3210 and averaging the results over 10 repetitions
Exploration of multiple self-play opponents for additional variance during training
Creation of a hybrid training setup by combining self-play with a conventional approach

 3. Methodology

The baseline agent only reaches a maximum utility of 0.671 (Figure 1)
Self-play achieves a reward of 0.704 while making a larger impact on opponent utility
Self-play results in a significantly lower percentage of agreements (81.2% against 98.8%)
The use of multiple self-play opponents leads to a further increase in utility, reaching its
peak of 0.743 with two self-play opponents (Figure 2)
A hybrid approach outperforms both the baseline and self-play agent with a utility of 0.734

 4. Results
Training a negotiating agent through self-play is viable and can match or even
outperform a conventional approach using a set of training opponents
The self-play agent is unwilling to concede, leading to a lower agreement percentage
Using multiple self-play opponents during training can further improve the
performance by introducing additional variance
A combination of self-play and training against a set of default opponents can lead to a
further increase in performance
The addition of a self-play training stage can be further explored in SOTA agents

 5. Conclusion

Negotiating agents allow for real-world applications of negotiation through automation
Unlike purely competitive settings, negotiation encourages cooperation  
A bilateral negotiating agent can be implemented using a variety of methods, including
SOTA reinforcement learning approaches like Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [1]
By training through self-play, a set of training opponents is not required
Self-play has displayed excellent results in competitive settings like chess or Go [2]
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How well can we train a negotiating agent without a default set of opponents through 
self-play? 

 2. Research question Figure 2. Average utility for various number of self-play opponents

Figure 1. Utility evolution for the baseline, self-play, and hybrid agents


